In these two related volumes the poem appears among the Shirleyan group, and continuous \vith Chaucer's Purse\ the latter has no heading except tliat in the Adds. manuscript Stow has written Chaucer at the top of the page (19 a) on which Purse begins. A marginal note in a Jacobean hand, beside the last stanza of Purse, says "Thus farr is printed in Chaucer fol. 320 under ye name of Tho. Occleeue." As the poem Purse was assigned to Hoccleve in the 1602 (and 1687) Chaucer, not in the earlier Speght edition, this note must have been written later than 1602, later probably than the death of Stow in 1605, and written evidently by some one who, noticing Stow's heading Chaucer to the \ r erses, was puzzled by their assignment to Hoccleve and their briefer form in the print. The scattered notes in the hand of Stow, throughout the Adds. voluine, render it probable that this manuscript, while his property, was that seen by Speght and described äs in the first paragraph above. But had Stow been acquainted with this text before his own Chaucer-edition of 1561, the "continuation" of Purse would doubtless have seen the light much earlier. His knowledge of it was apparently not communicated to Speght until the 1598 Chaucer was in type', when the poem was merely mentioned in the memoir prefixed; and when the 1602 Chaucer was prepared for the press, the attribution of Purse to Hoccleve may have been deemed reason sufficient for not adding the continuation. The sentences above quoted from the memoir were however left unchanged by Speght, except that the words in parenthesis were made to read " hath helped me in many things."
Although the stanzas here printed appear äs an integral part of Purse in these two manuscripts, they are in Harley 7333 transcribed twentieth in a codex of twentyseven entries, and were headed by Shirley äs below. The poem Purse is also in the volume, but is copied äs number 3 of its contents, and headed "A supplicacion to Kyng Richard by Chaucier." Shirley therefore gives us no reason to attribute these verses to Chaucer; and yet it is possible, äs I have elsewhere 1 )
See Speght's remark upon the similarity of tone between this poem and the Testament of Lote might tempt one to connect these verses with the name of Thomas Usk; and a detailed study might reveal other parallelisms than the line "Wille Lachesis my threde no longer twyne", which strikes the eye at once in connection with the Testament of Love I, 6: 78 and Troilus V: 7. Or the like Situation of the author might recall the complaint of the prisoner George Ashby,') -a poem however much inferior to this.
The attribution of unsigned poems to the nearest or most productive literary figure of the time neither began nor ended with Thynne and Stow. We who are compelled to restrain ourselves from assigning to Lydgate every anonymous piece of work existing in fifteenth Century manuscripts may find consolation in the thought that even Chaucer scrupled to send an idea out into the world unless he could bind upon it a name. 
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